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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

This chapter presents two major parts i.e. conclusions and Suggestion. 

In conclusions part, the summary of the research findings are presented as 

representative as possible. The Suggestion part suggests the further action 

which can be taken considering the finding of the research. 

 

A. Conclusions 

Based on the analysis, the following findings can be drawn to answer 

the research questions. The research question number one is: what are the 

kinds of swear words uttered by The Warriors in The warriors movie by 

Walter Hill. On the analysis conducted, the kinds of swear words found in 

the warriors movie are various. The variation of swear word are Cursing, 

Profanity or Blasphemy, Obsencity, Vulgarity, Ephitet, Insult and slur, and 

Scatology. 

Moreover, the research question number two is: how to explain The 

warriors character express the swear words in The warriors movie. The 

swear words itself uttered by the warriors character according the 

situation, habit and culture of the character of the warriors itself. The 

swear word can uttered by situation mean the swear word without 

accidentally because the habit and culture of the people of America in the 
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street get used to say swear word when they get panic, surprised, shock, 

happy and many condition. 

 The third question of research in this paper What the kind of Swear 

words that found in the warriors movie is 8% of Curse, 20% of Profanity 

or Blasphemy, 8% of Obsencity, 15% of Vulgarity, 33% of Ephitet, 10% 

of Insult and Slur, 5% of Scatology. 

 

B. Suggestion 

The researcher acknowledges that this research is still incomplete. 

Therefore, there are some recommendations proposed by the writer. First, 

this research aims to initiate a discussion about the taboo words and 

swear words among scholars. Therefore, it is expected that the discussion 

about swear word does not only stop at judging them as indecent. The 

scholars are expected to be more critical towards occurrence of swear 

word in various circumstances and learn them in different perspectives. 

Second, this research is expected to be valuable resource for 

scholars having an interest on the matter of taboo and swearing. 

Therefore, the writer suggests that this thesis is used appropriately. The 

writer also hope this research is use for the writer and other people. 

Third, various resources are found to be helpful in supporting this 

research. Journals and scholar articles are already accessible. However, 

more books specializing on taboo words and swear words are better 
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provided since it is quite difficult to access some books about taboo 

words and swear words.  

Fourth, most cultures are still sensitive towards the occurrence of 

taboo word and swear word. However, taboo word and swear word have 

various utilities in pragmatic context. Those who read this thesis or are 

interested in this subject are expected to find out more information about 

taboo, taboo word, and swear word and be able to apply the use of these 

words in appropriate contexts. 

 


